Endangered means we have time. Extinction is forever.
Mission Statement

The mission of Pandas International, a nonprofit organization, is to ensure the preservation and propagation of the endangered Giant Panda. By providing public awareness and education, support for research, habitat preservation and enhancement, and assistance to Giant Panda Centers.

Pandas International’s Accomplishments in 2013

In 2013, Pandas International’s supporters made it possible for us to provide:

- Medications and medical supplies to make sick pandas healthy
- Vaccines so healthy pandas would not get sick
- Incubators so twins and cubs rejected by their mothers could survive
- 100 pounds of Esbilac formula so bellies are full
- Immobilization Devices so injured pandas could be cared for without injuring staff
- Radio Collars so reintroduced pandas could be tracked and monitored, so we know they are safe
- Staff training so they are up-to-date on medical procedures
- Staff support so they know we care about them too
- Rebuilding of the Love corridor so visitors can learn about the Pandas
Education Program

Educatings students and adults on the endangered status of the Giant Pandas continued through 2013 as an important part of our mission. We received leers from students and helped many students with reports on Giant Pandas. Pandas International distributed education kits to classrooms across the U.S. plus many foreign countries.

Pandas International continually works to inform and educate others regarding the Giant Pandas. We feel children are the best ambassadors for the Giant Pandas and frequently can get the entire family involved. The more children take an interest in endangered species preservation, specifically Giant Pandas, the more likely they will care about them as adults and continue donating to help them thrive and survive.

We continued our Pennies4Pandas program to encourage students to be Panda Protectors. We want to thank all those who participated in this fun program that is growing rapidly in popularity.

Adoption Program

Donations from panda adoptions provides direct funds for the ongoing care of the Giant Pandas at the China Conservation and Research Center for the Giant Panda, Sichuan Province, China. Adoptions through Pandas International are worldwide including the USA, Australia, Canada, China, France, Malaysia, Norway, Thailand, and the United Kingdom.

Financial Statement

Income
Panda Adoptions $60,560
Other/Merchandise/Events $45,808
Contributions $103,098
Total Income/Revenue $209,466

Expenses
Total Program service expenditures* $226,598
Administration (Management and general) Expenditures $16,629
Fundraising Expenditures $37,645
Total Expenses $280,872

* Program Expenditures include: Medical & Direct Support of the Panda Reserves- Vet Supplies, Esbilac Milk Formula, Equipment and Medical Training, Adoption Fees; Education Programs and Wages for Program Services.

Financial Statement audited by Haynie & Company, Certified Public Accountants

Summary from the Director, Suzanne Braden, Director of Pandas International

As the volunteer director of Pandas International it is always a challenge to raise the funds necessary to keep the pandas we all love safe, healthy and full. Esbilac formula for the cubs and bamboo are always annual priorities. Healthy pandas need vaccines, and anti-parasitic medication to keep them healthy. Sick pandas need state of the art medical equipment for fast and reliable diagnosis of their condition. All pandas need caring keepers and vets to take care of them and love them.

2014 will bring new challenges and also opportunities for success, Pandas International has some of the most dedicated supporters of any organization for which we are immensely grateful.

Looking forward to 2014, I know there will be many needs that we will strive to fill: Equipping the new Fa- cal Lab at the Dujiangyan Center for Disease; Radio Collars for the reintroduction program, Enrichment apparatus, rebuilding damaged structures, replanting bamboo, formula for the cubs, advanced training for the CCRCGP staff, and recognizing the dedicated staff with our appreciation. Please help Pandas International with these essenti- als moving into 2014.